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ABSTRACT. Let f = (gj • g2' ...• gm) be a group with m generators. For an 
arbitrary yield K and a linear algebraic K -group G, the set of all represen
tations Hom(f, G( K)) can be identified in a natural way with the K -points 
of a certain algebraic variety. For any g E f we define a function Tg on 
Hom(f, G(K)) with values in K: 

Tg(P) = tr(p(g)) , P E Hom(f, G(K)), 

where tr X denotes the trace of a matrix X. Consider the ring T(f, G(K)) 
generated by the functions Tg ; it is called character ring of the representations 
of f in G(K). Our main goal is to answer the question of whether the rings 
T(f, GLn(K)) and T(f, SLn(K)) and finitely generated. The answer is given 
in Theorems 1 and 2. 

Bibliography: 9 titles. 

§1. Introduction and formulation of the basic results 

Let r (gl ' g2' ... , gm) be an arbitrary group with m generators. For a 
fixed K and a linear algebraic K-group G the collection Hom(r, G(K)) of 
all representations can be identified in a natural way with the K-points of a 
certain algebraic variety. For each g E r we define the K -valued function Tg 

on Hom(r, G(K)) by 

Tg(p) = tr(p(g)), P E Hom(r, G(K)), 

where tr X denotes the trace of a matrix X. 
Consider the ring T(r, G(K)) generated by the functions T g (it would be 

more precise to write T~ instead of Tg' but each time it will be clear from 
the context which group the representations are into). It is called the ring of 
characters of representations of the group r in G(K). This ring was first 
studied for the case G(K) = SL~(I(;) by Vogt [9] and Fricke [4] almost a century 
ago. At the present time the ring T(r, SL2(1(;)) is usually called the Fricke 
character ring for the group r. A survey of results on the ring T(r, SL2 (I(;)) 
and its applications to various problems in group theory and linear differential 
equations is contained in Magnus' paper [6]. Interesting applications in three
dimensional topology are given in the recent important paper [3]. 

Here we consider a more general but also classical situation: the character 
rings T(r, GLn(K)) and T(r, SLn(K)) for arbitrary and special n-dimensional 
representations. One of the central points here is the question of whether 
the rings T(r, GLn(K)) and T(r, SLn(K)) are finitely generated. In 1972 
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Horowitz [5] showed that the Fricke character ring T(r, SL2(C)) is finitely gen
erated. The question of whether the rings T(r, GLn(K)) and T(r, SLn(K)) 
are finitely generated was discussed by Bass and Lubotzky in [2]. 

The solution of the problem of whether T(r, GLn(K)) and T(r, SLn(K)) 
are finitely generated is contained in the following two theorems. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that the group r has an infinite cyclic factor group, 
Then the following statements hold for a field K ofzero characteristic: 

1) for all n 2: 2 the ring T(r, GLn(K)) is not finitely generated; 
2) for n 2: 1 the ring T(r, SLn(K)) is not finitely generated; 
3) for n = 3 the ring T(r, SL3 (K)) is finitely generated for any group r. 

The case of a field K of positive characteristic is considered in the sec
ond theorem. Note at once that for a finite field K the ring T(r, G(K)) is 
finitely generated for any group r. This follows easily from the fact that r has 
only finitely many subgroups of fixed index. Denote by TK(r, GL n (K)) and 
TK(r, SLn(K)) the K-algebra or characters for the corresponding representa
tions. 

THEOREM 2. Let K be an infinite field of characteristic p > O. Then the 
following statements hold: 

1) for any group r the ring T(r, GLn (K)) is finitely generated for n < p, 
and the ring T(r, SLn (K)) is finitely generated for n < 2p; 

2) if the group r has an infinite cyclic factor group, then the K -algebras 
TK(r, GLn(K)) and TK(r, SLn(K)) are not finitely generated for n 2: p and 
n 2: 2p, respectively. 

We direct attention to the statement 2) in Theorem 2, which shows that the 
results of Procesi [8] on invariants of a finite collection of n x n matrices do 
not extend to the case of fields of arbitrary positive characteristic. 

A brief exposition of the results in this paper was published in [1]. 

§2. Rings of characters of representations over fields 
of characteristic zero 

We remark first that for any subgroup H c GLn(K) the ring T(r, H) 
is a homomorphic image of the ring T(r, GLn(K) , in particular, the ring 
T(r, GLn(K)) is infinitely generated if the ring T(r, SLn(K)) is infinitely 
generated. Similarly, if rp: r 1 -+ r 2 is an epimorphism, then it induces an epi
morphism rp*: T(rj , G(K)) -+ T(r2 , G(K)) , where rp*('g) = ''P(g) , g E rj . 
In particular, T(rj , G(K)) is infinitely generated if T(r2 , G(K)) is infinitely 
generated. Obviously, among groups with m generators it is the free group that 
has the largest character ring. 

To prove the theorems stated above we need the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. Suppose that the field K is infinite, r = (g) is an infinite cyclic 
group, and KI :J K. Then the ring T(r, SLn(K)) (respectively, T(r, GLn(K))) 
is finitely generated ifand only if the ring 

T(r, SLn(Kj)) (respectively, T(r, GLn(K1))) 

is finitely generated. 

PROOF. Suppose, for example, that 'gl' -I ::; i ::; I, is a finite system of 
generators of the ring T(r, SLn(K)). Then for any given m E Z we have the 
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equality 
(1) 

where P E Z[y-I' ... , YI]' Since [' is a cyclic group, (1) is equivalent to the 
equality 

tr Xm = P(tr X-I, ... , tr Xl), (2) 

where X (Xi) is an arbitrary matrix in SLn(K). The equality (2) is equiv
alent in turn to the condition Q(xi) 0, where Q is a regular function on 
SLn(K). Since K is an infinite field, 

Q(xi) (detX - l)QI (xij), 

from which it is clear that Q vanishes on SLn (K1). Consequently, (2) holds for 

any matrix X in SLn(KI ) , and this means that the functions ,g', -/:s; i:S; /, 
generate the ring T([" SLn (KI )). The converse assertion in the lemma follows 
from our remarks above. 

LEMMA 2. If the ring T([" GLn(K» (respectively, T([" SLn(K») is not 
finitely generated for some n, then for any m > n the ring T([" GLm(K)) 
(respectively, T([" SLm{K))) is infinitely generated. 

PROOF. Assume that T([" GLn(K») is not finitely generated, and for some 
m > n the ring T([" GLm(K» is generated by the functions 'Yi' I :s; i :s; s, 
Yi E ['. We consider the standard imbedding of GLn(K) in GLm{K): 

e:Xf-+(~ EO ). 
m-n 

The ring T([" e(GLn(K») is an epimorphic image of the ring T([" GLm{K» , 
and hence is generated by the functions <.' I :s; i :s; s (a single prime will 
mark the functions in T([" e(GLn(K») , and a double prime the functions in 
T([" GLn(K»). Thus, for any g E [' we must have the equality 

'g' = P( ,:, , ... , r'y ) , (3) 
f 1 s 

' IIh n for any Y E [' , the equality were P E Z[YI ' ... , Ys]' Since Yy = " + m 
(3) can be written in the form 

II II /I I'v = PI ('" , ... , 'y )+ , IE Z, (4) 
f r I s 

where PI E Z[y I ' '" , Ys] is a polynomial without free term. We show that I 
is divisible by n. Taking the identity representation, we have from (4) that 

n PI (n , ... , n) + I , 

from which it is clear that I = rn, r E Z. Since ,~ = n, where e is the 
identity of the group [', it follows that' = r· ,~. It now follows from (4) 
that the functions ,~, ,~: , ... ,,:~ generate the ring T([" GLn(K» , which 

( Irs 

contradicts our assumption that T([" GLn{K» is not finitely generated. The 
lemma is proved. 
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LEMMA 3. Suppose that r is an infinite cyclic group. Then for a field K 
of characteristic zero the ring T(r, GLn(K)) is not finitely generated, for all 
n'2:2. 

PROOF. Assume the contrary: some finite collection of functions 'g" < 
i :5 I, generates the ring T(r, GLn(K). Then for any m > I we must have 
the equality 

'gm L ai, ... !s 'gIl'" (5) 
(i [ , ... , is) 

where -/ :5 I . :5 I, j I, ... , s, ai ... i E Z. Since r is an infinite cyclic 
J , s 

group, (5) is equivalent to the equality 

(6) 

where X (xij ) is an arbitrary matrix in GLn(K). Lemma I enables us to take 
X to be a "general" matrix with independent elements xij' After multiplying 
both sides of (6) by a suitable power of detX, we get two polynomials in Xu 
that take the same values on GLn(K), and are thus equal. Since the polynomial 
on the left-hand side is homogeneous, the polynomial on the right-hand side 
must also be homogeneous, and it follows from a comparison of powers that 
i1 + ... + is m for each tuple (iI' ... , is)' Since m > / , it follows that s '2: 2. 
Setting X En in (6), we get that 

n 

The last equality is impossible because the right-hand side is divisible by n 2 

but the left-hand side is not. Lemma 3 is proved. 

LEMMA 4. Suppose that r is an infinite cyclic group, and K is a field of 
characteristic O. Then for n '2: 4 the ring T(r, SLn (K» is not finitely generated. 

PROOF. By Lemma 2, it suffices to consider the case n = 4. Assume that 
for some I the functions 'gi, :5 i :5 I, generate the ring T(r, SL4(K(x») , 
where x is a transcendental element over K. Then for any m > I we must 
have the equality 

1 

, m = '""" a, i + '""" a· ., f[ ••• , i , (7)
g L.., I g L.., ',"'/, g g s 

i=-I (il .... ,I,) 

where -1:5 I . :5 I, j = 1, ... , s, ai' and at ... i E Z. Consider the represen-
J I s 

tation 
. -I-I 

p: g 1-+ X = dIag(x , x ,x ,x ) . (8) 

Obviously, tr Xd 2(x d + X -d) for any d E Z. For the representation (8) we 
get from (7) that 

1 

2(x
m + x -m) = L 2a (x

i + xt
i=-I 

2s+ '""" at ... i (Xii + X -i[) ... (Xis + X (9)
~ I s 

(il ..... is) 
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Since m > I, the equality (9) can be written in the form 

P(x)+p(~) =0, (9') 

where P E Z[x], and P -t 0, since the coefficient of xm in P is nonzero. 
The impossibility of (9') is obvious enough. By Lemma I, this contradiction 
completes the proof. 

LEMMA 5. For any g, hEr the following relation holds in T(r, SL3(K)) : 

'g2h = TgTgh 'g-I'h + Tg-l h • (10) 

PROOF. We consider an arbitrary matrix A E SL3(K) and the roots 0;1' 0;2' 

and 0;3 of its characteristic polynomiaL By the Hamiltonian-Cayley theorem, 
A satisfies the equation 

A
3 

A
2 

tr A + A(0;10;2 + 0;10;3 + 0;20;3) - E = O. 

Note that 
1 -I 

0;10;2 + 0;10;3 + 0;20;3 + - + tr A ,
0;1 0;2 0;3 

because 0;10;20;3 = 1. Thus, we have the equality 

A3 
- A2 tr A + A tr A-I - E = 0 . ( 11 ) 

Let us multiply both sides of ( 11) by A-I B from the right, where B E SL3(K) , 
and take the trace: 

trA2B trAtrAB-trA-ltrB+trA-1B. (12) 

The equality (12) holds for any matrices A, B E SL3(K) , and it immediately 
yields the equality (10). 

The latter is often more convenient to use in the form 

'tgh='gTth-Tg-ITtg-Ih+'jg-lh' (13) 

which is obtained from (10) by replacing h by g -I ht . In the last two lemmas 
the group r {gl' ... , gm} is assumed to be free. For any arbitrary freely 
reduced word W E rwe set sJW) = (nz , ... , ns), where n l , ... , ns are 
all the exponents with which the generators gj appears in W, and dJ W) = 
Inll + ... + Insl. If gi does not appear in W, then we set Sj(W) = (0) and 
dj(W) (0). 

LEMMA 6. Let g = gr be some generator of rand W = AB an element 
of r such that d (A) = d (A) = ... = d

l
· (A) = 0 for some ii' ... , ik (the

'I 12 k 

tuple (ii' ... , ik ) can also be empty). Then TW = P(TW "'" 'w) where 
I 5 

PEZ[YI'''''Y], W AB, deAl) .. ·=dl(A/) 0, B1·E{B,e},
S , I' 'I k 

dg(A) $.2, 1 $.i$.s. 

The proof of the lemma is by induction on dg(A). If dg(A) $. 2, then 
there is nothing to prove. Suppose that the lemma is valid for all W such that 
dg(A) < n. Consider W AB, dg(A) = n. Let sg(A) = (nl ' ... , n ).r

Assume that for some i, say i = 1 , we have that Inll 2:: 2. For definiteness 
suppose that n 2:: 2. Then W = 1gnl UzB , and, using (13), we have that l U
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Since dg(Ulgn,-IU2) < dg(Ulg n,U2) = dg(A) , dg(Ulg n,-ZU2) < dg{A), and 

dg(Ulgnl-3U2) < dg(A) , the required assertion follows by induction. 
Suppose now that Inil :::: 1 , i.e., ni E 1, -I}, 1 :::: i :::: r, and ni = ni+1 = 

8 for some i < r. This means that A UlgeU2geU3' and dg(Uz) = O. By 
( 13), 

1We set AI = g<U2 , A2 Ulg<U3 , A3 g-<UZ- , A4 = UIU2-
IU3 , As = 

I 1UU UZ- U - • Since dg{A) < dg(A) , 1 :::: i :::: 5, the assertion of theI 2 3 
lemma is valid for Twin view of the induction hypothesis. 

It remains to consider the last possible case: E {-I, I}, 1 :::: i :::: r,ni 
-ni for all ii, ... , r-l . Since dg{A) = n > 2, it follows that r> 2ni+1 

and A can be written in the form 

A UIlU2g-<U3g8U4' where dg(UI) dg{Uz) d p {U3) = O. 

Then, by (13), 

Tg' T U, U2g-'U
J
g' U

4
B 

+ T cr g-2'U g-'U g'U B'
"I 2 J 4 

In turn, 

TUjg-2'U2g-'U3g-'U4B = T(U,g-')(g-eU2)(g-'U3g'U.B) 

= Tg-'U
2 
TU,g-2'U

J
g'U.B - TU2-lg,TUjg-'U2-IUJg'U4B 

+ TU -'11 'g'T/-I T! g'" B'jg""2 '-2 '-3 \..'4 

Thus, 
Tw Tg'TAjB - T g-eTA2B + Tg-'U2TA3B Tg'U2-ITA4B + TA5B' 

where AI UIUzg -8 U3g< U4 ' U g -8 Uzg -8 U4 ' A3 UIg -2e U3g 8 U4 'AZ I 

A4 = Ulg-eUz-lU3g<U4' As = Uz-lgeU;IU3g<U4' Obviously, dg(AI) <UI 
dg(A) and dg(A4) < dg(A). Further, although dg(Az) dg(A3) = dg(As) = 
dg(A) , the equalities Sg(A2) (-8, -8, ... ), Sg(A3) (-28,8, ... ), and 
sg(As) = (-8, 8, e, ... ) imply, as already shown above, that the statement of 
the lemma is valid for the functions TAB' TAB' TAB' The statement of the 

2 J 5 

lemma is thereby obtained for T w by using the induction hypothesis for the 
functions TAjB and TA4B . The lemma is proved. 

LEMMA 7. Suppose that WE r is an arbitrary word. If d l (W)+.· ·+dJW) :::: 
n, then T~'V = P(TiW ' ... , TW), P E Z[y I ' - .. , Ys], and all the W]' 1 :::: j :::: S,

I , 

have the property that 

d l(UJ) + ... + dj(UJ) + d i +1(UJ) :::: 3n. 

PROOF. We employ induction on dt+I(W). If di+I(W) 0, then the asser
tion of the lemma is obvious. Suppose that the assertion is valid for all WE r 
such that d l (W) + ... +di(W) :::: n, d i+1(W) < r. Assume now that di+1(W) = 
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'tt ' th £' W' Tl nt,··UT nkVr. The word W can be wn en 1ll e lorm v I gi kgi k+I' 
t k 

1 ~ :::; i, j = 1, ... , k, ds(Vm) == 0, 1 :::; s :::; i, 1 :::; m :::; k + 1.ij 

Since L w = L U + ul g~l ••• Vk ' g~k , we can assume at once that Vk+1 I. Fur
k 1 

ther, (W) + .. , + di(W) == Inll + ... + Inkl ~ n. Consequently, k :::; n. Ifd l 
di+1(V) :::; 2 for all j 1, ... , k, then d i+1(W) :::; 2k :::; 2n and d l (W) + ... + 
di(W) + di-t_1 (W) :::; n + 2n 3n. Therefore, we assume that for some j, say 
for j 1 , we have that di-'-I (VI) > 2. Setting A == VI ' B g:: V2 • , . Vkgt:k , 
and g = gi+l' we have from Lemma 6 that LW == P(LW ' ... , LW)' where 

I s 

P E Zlv i ' ... , Y ]' »j AjB) , dl (A) = ... d/Aj } == 0, B) is equal eis 
ther to B or to e, and di~1 (A) :::; 2, j 1 , 2, ... , s. If B j e, then 
d l (»j) + , .. + di(»j) + di+ 1(»j) ~ 2 < 3n. If Bj B, then di+ 1(»j) == 
d i+1(AjB) :::; di+1(W) d i+1(VI) + 2 < di+1(W), and d1(»j) +,., + di(»j) :::; n. 
By the induction hypothesis, the assertion of the lemma is valid for all the 
functions L w' 1:::; j ~ s , and hence also for L w. Lemma 7 is proved. 

J 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Assertions 1 and 2 of the theorem follow immediately 
from Lemmas 3 and 4. Assertion 3 will now be proved with the help of Lemmas 
6 and 7. It suffices to consider the case of a free group r. If W E r, then, 
by Lemma 6, LW = P(LW' ... , L W ), P E Z[y l , ... , Y ], d1(W ) :::; 2, j == s jI s 

1 , 2, ... , s. Thus, we can assume that dl (W) :::; 2. It follows from Lemma 7 
that 

LW == F (LV ' ..• , LV)' F E Z[y I ' •.• , Yr] ,
I , 

, m-I 
dl(~)+d2(~)+· .. +dm(v)~2.3 , l~i:::;r. 

It remains to see that d l (~)+ .. ·+dm(~) is the length of the word ~,and there 
are finitely many words of bounded length in r. Accordingly, the functions 
r w ' ... , L w , where WI' ... , Ware all distinct words of length not exceeding 

l YY S s 
I2· 3m

- , generate the ring T(r, SL (K)). The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 3 

§3. Rings of characters of representations over fields 
of positive characteristic 

In the case of fields of positive characteristic the situation becomes somewhat 
more complicated and requires a more detailed investigation. The contrast in 
comparison with fields of characteristic zero manifests itself, for example, in 
the fact that the K-algebra TK(r, GLn(K)) for a field of characteristic zero is 
always finitely generated, while for a field of positive characteristic this algebra 
can fail to be finitely generated. 

We introduce the following notation: C, == {I , 2, ... , r}, Dr {a: Cr ---; 
Cpla is injective}. 

LEMMA 8. Suppose that k is a field ofcharacteristic p > 0, and (n l ' ... , n,) 
is an r-tuple of integers such that r :::; p and n l + n2 +, .. + n, =f: 0 (mod p). 
Then the rational function 

'"""' n l n2 n, K(t )L..J ta(l)ta(2) ... t a (,) E I' ... , tp 
aED, 

is not equal to zero. 
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PROOF. The rational function being considered does not change if the num
bers in the r-tuple (n J , ••• , n,) are permuted, therefore, it can be assumed 
without loss of generality that the numbers n l , ... , n, are arranged in nonde
creasing order, Le., 

= n.n l /0 

It is easy to see that each of the s groups of equal exponents contain less than 
p exponents, because otherwise we would have that r = p and n I ... = np , 
i.e., + ... + np == 0 (mod p) despite the condition of the lemma. In other n l 

words, ik - + 1 < p for k = I, ... , s. Suppose now that qJ, a ED,. Weik _ 1 
consider two monomials: 

and 
NI n, nil nis nis 

trp(I)'" to'(,) trpUo)'" trp(i'_1+1)'" trp(is)' 

These monomials are equal if and only if the same variables appear in them with 
equal exponents, and this holds if and only if the numbers qJ U)_I + I) , ... , qJ U) 
are a permutation of the numbers aU)-1 + 1) , ... , aU) for all j 1 , ... , s. 
Consequently, for any given monomial in the sum t;(1) ... t;(r) there are 
exactly 

c(nl' ... , n,) = (i2 - io + 1)!(i2 - i l + I)! .. · (is is_ 1 + I)! (14) 

monomials equal to it in the sum (including the one being considered). The 
number c(n , •••• n,) does not depend on the choice of the monomial, but is 

l 

completely determined by the r-tuple (n l , .. ·, nr ). Obviously, crn )' t 
\ I) ,rtf 

(mod p), because i) i)_I + I < p for 1 ~ j ~ s. Consequently, the rational 
function under consideration is not equal to zero. Lemma 8 is proved. 

THEOREM 2. Let K be an infinite field of characteristic p > O. Then the 
following statements are valid: 

1) for any group r the ring T(r, GL (K)) is finitely generated for n < p,n 
and the ring T(r, SLn (K)) is finitely generated for n < 2p; 

2) if the group r has an infinite cyclic factor group, then the K-algebras 
l K(r, GLnCK)) and TK(r, SLn(K)) are not finitely generated for n 2': p and 
n 2': 2p, respectively. 

PROOF. The first assertion of Theorem 2, namely that T(r, GL n (K)) is 
finitely generated, can be derived from the following result of Procesi [7]. Let 
XI' ... ,X be a collection of m general matrices in MnCQ) , where Q:::> K . m 
Procesi proved that the ring A generated by all the functions aj(W) , i 

I , 2, ... , n , where a j denotes the ith coefficient of the characteristic polyno

mial of the matrix W, and W runs through all the monomials in XI' ... , X ,
m 
is finitely generated. It follows from the condition n < p that every aj(W) can 
be expressed in the form of a polynomial in tr W, tr W 2 , .•• , tr Wi with co
efficients in the field 7l.,/p7l.,. Hence, A can be generated by finitely many of the 
traces tr WI' ... , tr Wd . With respect to the system of generators gl' ... , gm 
of the group r we can assume without loss of generality that together with each 
gi it also contains gj-I . Using the specialization Xi ...... gi ' we get that the func
tions !w ' ... ,!w generate the ring T(r, GLn(K)) , where W denotes the 

I d 
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element of r obtained from the monomial W as a result of the specialization 
XI~ gl' 

If in the case n < p the ring T(r, GLII(K» is finitely generated, then so is 
T(r, SLII(K». But if p ::; n < 2p, then we make the following observation. Let 
X be an arbitrary matrix in SLn(K). In this case if p ::; i < n, then Gi(X) 

I I(11 detX)Gn_I(X- ) Gn_I(X- ). Since n - i < p, it follows that an_I(X-I) 
2 can be expressed in terms of tr X-I, tr X- , ... , tr Xi-n which coefficients 

in the field 7L.lp'Z. By the theory of Procesi, this implies that T(r, SLn(K)) is 
finitely generated for p ::; n < 2p . 

The main weight in the proof of Theorem 2 lies in the second assertion. 
According to Lemma 2, it suffices to prove this assertion for n = p. Moreover, 
it can be assumed that r (g) is an infinite cyclic group. We assume the 
contrary, i.e., suppose that the algebra TK(r, GLp(K» has a finite system of 
generators r gi, -I ::; i ::; I. Then for m E 7L., m > I, (m, p) = I, we have 
the equality 

rgffl = 2:= ail"'i/m)rgi[ · .. rgip (15) 
(il , ... , i,) 

where -I ::; i , ::; I, j = 1, 2, ... , s, and .. i (m) E K. As in the proof of 
j

ai I s 

Lemma 3, we note that + /2 + ... + is = m; in particular, s 2': 2 in eachi l 
tuple UI , ... , is)' If for an arbitrary diagonal matrix t diag(t( , ... , t p ) we 
consider the representation g f-+ t, then (15) gives us the equality 

s 

t~ + ... + t; = 2:= ail.,.i, (m) IT(t;i + ... + I;n, ( 16) 
(il •...• I,) j=1 

which hold for all tl ' ... , tp E K' . 

The product rr~= 1(t;/ + ... + tJ) can be transformed into the following form: 

s (/i + ... + til) = '\" b(il ..... i,) ('\" tnl ... til, ) (17)
1 p ~ 1I 1, .. n, ~ a(l) at') , 

j=1 (n l .... ,II,) aED, 
IT

where n 1+n2+ ... + n, = m and the summation is over the unordered collections 
(n l , ••• , n,). The equality (17) is obtained as follows: if we multiply out the 
parentheses on the left-hand side of (17), then we get a sum of pr monomials, 
where together with a monomial 1;1 ... t7' the sum contains all monomials of 

I , 

the form t;(I)'" t;rr)' a E Dr; thus, we get the sum 

and the integer b~il.::~.,is) shows how many sums like this accumulate after mul
1 , 

tiplying out the parentheses on the left-hand side of (17). 
By Lemma 5, none of the sums L:aED, t;(1) ... t;(r) is equal to zero, and 

the monomials in it differ from those of the analogous sum for another tu
ple (m l , ... , mq) :f (nl' ... , n,). The left-hand side of (17) is a sum of 

pS monomials of the form tr l 
••• t7' , while the right-hand side is a sum of 

I , 
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e'" b(iI,···,iJ)ID I pL-t nt···nr r 
(n l , "" n,) 

Since IDrl p!/(p - r)! and s?: 2, it follows that 

'" b(i l ,,,.,i,) (p - r)! == 0 (mod p). (18)
,L..t nl"'n,) (p-l)! 
inl ,." ,n,) 

We transform (16), using (17): 
S. . 

t~+ ... +t;= L ail, ... ,i,(m)II(t;j+···+t;n 
(iI' "" is) j=l 

where 

Using (18), we get the following equality: 

'" (p - 1)! 
. L..t Cnl,,·n,(p_r)!
(nl, ... ,n,) 

'" '" 
L..t L..t ail 

(n l , ... ,n,) (il , ... ,i,) 

'" 
L..t 

a . (m) ( 
11 "'1, 

'" 
L..t 

b(il, ... ,i,)(p  I)!)
nl, .... n, (p-r)! 

(i l , ... , is) (nl , ... , n,) 

= O. 
On the other hand, it follows from (19) that cm = 1 , while all c ' ... , n, 0 for 

nl 
r ?: 2. Consequently, 

1. 

This contradiction completes the proof that the algebra TK(rGLp(K)) is in
finitely generated. 

To conclude the proof of Theorem 2 it must be shown that the algebra 
TK(r, SL2p (K)) is not finitely generated. In view of Lemma 1 the field K 
can be assumed to be algebraically closed. We consider the imbedding 

e: GLp(K) --> SL2p (K), X f-+ (~ a~p)' 
where a = (det lip. Since tr X tr e(X), it follows that TK(rGLp(K)) 

TK(r, e(GLp(K))). And since TK(r, e(GLp(K))) is a homomorphic image 
of the K-algebra TK(r, SL2p (K)) and (as we already showed) the K-algebra 
TK(r, GLp(K)) is not finitely generated, the K-algebra TK(r, SL2p (K)) is also 
not finitely generated. By Lemma 2, TK(r, SLn (K)) is not finitely generated, 
for all n ?: 2p. Theorem 2 is proved. 
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